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RULES OF COMPETITION FOR ALL SUDBURY
HORTICULTURAL SHOWS
N.B.: Les Règlements de concours horticoles sont disponibles en français.
Pour en obtenir une copie, veuillez SVP communiquer avec Thérèse Cullum au 524-7654
1.

Competition is open to members only. Exhibitors must be members of the Society for one month
prior to all shows.

2.

Beginner Class - This class is for those who are new exhibitors. A >beginner= may have
entered in a show before but has never won a first place ribbon in any Floral Design Class.

3.

a)
b)

Only ONE entry may be made in any one class by a competitor - unless Section b) of this
rule can be applied.
A competitor may place TWO entries in any specimen class, (this excludes collections,
preserved products, floral and creative designs, and photography),
IF THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA ARE MET:
(i)
Both fit the class entered (e.g. both are yellow tea roses).
(ii)
One of the entries is a known cultivar (for example "Sutter's Gold") and
MUST BE NAMED as such on the entry card.
(iii)
The second entry must be a different cultivar and may or may not be named.

4.

5.
6.

All plants exhibited must be the property of the exhibitor for a minimum of two months prior to
exhibition except in design classes where flowers and/or material used may be provided from
other sources.
All potted plants must be grown in their pots, not dug up from the garden and potted for the
show.
If required by the Board of Directors, an exhibitor shall make a statutory declaration that the
plants, flowers, fruit or vegetables exhibited by him are exhibited in accordance with the
ARules and Regulations@ of the Society.

7.

All information is to be clearly printed on tags supplied by the Society.

8.

Containers must be supplied by the exhibitor and all labels removed from recycled bottles. (It is
the specimen that is being judged...not the container.)

9.
10.

All designs must be Aoriginal@, not copied from books or magazines. (These are for inspiration
only)
The Society will take every reasonable precaution to ensure the safety of exhibits, but the
owners must take the risk in exhibiting them. It shall be a condition of entry that the Society shall
not be liable for any loss by fire, accident, condition of building or theft.

11.

Judges will not be present while exhibitors are placing their entries.

12.

When the judges are making decisions, no one will be present except those appointed by the
directors.

13.

Judges are given the power to award a prize to any entry they think deserving or to withhold a
prize from any entry which they consider not worthy.
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14.

The judge, after consultation with the Show Committee, may ask classes to be divided.

15.

The judge=s decision, in all cases, is final.

16.

Exhibits must be left in position for the duration of any show, as stated in the newsletter.

17.

Any exhibit, other than potted plants, may not be exhibited the following year.
particularly to dried arrangements, wreaths and photographs.

18.

Any exhibit found to be diseased or insect-infested will be disqualified and removed from the show
bench.

19.

Flowers that have wilted after judging should be replaced by the exhibitor with fresh material before
public viewing. If the exhibitor fails to replace the material, the exhibit may be withdrawn by the
chairperson.

20.

All Society cheques should be cashed within thirty (30) days of issue.

21.

Any member winning a particular trophy (or plaque) for TWO years in succession, will decline that
trophy the following year (for ONE year) in the section for which the trophy is awarded. This applies
to the trophy only. Full points will still be awarded to the first place winner. The trophy will be
awarded to the runner-up.

This ruling pertains

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ENTERING EXHIBITS in OUR SHOWS
1.

Read over your show schedule and rules very carefully!!!

2.

All judging of competition classes will be based on the standards included in the new O.H.A.
Publication, “Ontario Horticultural Judging & Exhibition Standards” ( OHJES ).

3.

Definitions related to aspects of horticultural shows are also included in the “OHJES”.

4.

Exhibits without identification will not be disqualified, but the exhibitor will not receive points.

5.

When a class indicates a specified number of a certain variety, the exhibit must contain that
exact number. A bud showing colour is considered a bloom. Single bloom specimens must be
disbudded.

6.

In design classes only, greenery and flowers need not be grown by the exhibitor.

7.

In order to encourage more creativity and originality, proper use of accessories is permitted as
long as they are an integral part of the design, unless otherwise stated in the schedule.

8.

Remember to measure exhibits to ensure that they meet size requirements where specified.
(eg. not larger than 8" in any direction or dimension, including diagonally).
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9.

All specimen flowers should be displayed with their own foliage. Attached foliage will rate
higher than unattached foliage.

10.

No artificial flowers or greenery are to be used in a design.

11.

Uniformity is an important part of the exhibits where more than one specimen is required in a
class. It is easy to gain points by trimming stems to same length and to have specimens of similar
size and shape.

12.

It is not always the largest specimen that wins, but the most perfect.

13.

Exhibitors are encouraged to seek assistance from Show Committee members regarding correct
placement of entries in classes and movement of anyone else=s entry.

14.

Be kind in criticism of the judges. Their task is not an easy one. Without judges, we would not
have competitive shows.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Ontario Judging & Exhibiting Standards 2003
is an invaluable resource
for definitions and explanations of many terms used in our show schedules.
A copy of the book may be purchased at general meetings for five dollars.
You may also borrow a copy from the Sudbury Public Library
or visit: www.gardenontario.org

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Point System for Competition in All Shows
It has been our policy to reward those who exhibit in our flower shows at a special awards
presentation at our January General Meeting. Red, blue, and white ribbons are given to first, second,
and third place winners. A judge may award two first, second, or third place ribbons in one class if
he/she feels the entries are deserving. A green ribbon may be given by the judge for an outstanding or
special entry in any section (floral design, photography, etc.)
We have devised a point system that accumulates throughout the year. The method used to calculate
the prize money is as follows. Each point has a value of $ .35
Specimen Classes,
House Plants, and
Photography

Floral Design Classes,
Collections, Baking, Preserved
Products,
Arts & Crafts Classes

Creative Designs, Displays,
and Show Tables

1st prize = 4 points

1st prize = 8 points

1st prize = 16 points

2nd prize = 3 points

2nd prize = 6 points

2nd prize = 12 points

3rd prize = 2 points

3rd prize = 4 points

3rd prize = 8 points

DEFINITIONS
Read these definitions to help you with your specimen and design entries, in order that your
entries comply with the classes. The Ontario Horticultural Judging & Exhibiting Standards 2003
(OHJES) is also an invaluable resource for definitions and explanations of many terms used in
our show schedules.
A copy of this book can be purchased at our general meetings for $5.00. You may also
borrow a copy from the public library.
BLOOM: An individual flower, one to a stem…Buds on specimens should be ‘disbudded’ for exhibition
purposes.
BUD:

An immature flower, insufficiently expanded to show the form of a typical bloom

COLLAGE : An abstract design created by gluing plant material and accessories onto a flat surface,
covering it completely. This achieves low relief and texture.
COLLECTION: A specified number of types and/or cultivars of flowers, plants, herbs, vegetables, or
fruits shown as one exhibit. Quality, number, and rarity of the items making up the group, as
well as the horticultural perfection of the component parts, will be considered when judged.
CONTRIVED PLANT MATERIAL: Forms of flowers made of recognizable plant materials. New forms
are made by bending, pruning, or regrouping plant parts (petals made from corn husks or
orange peels…flower centres made from teasel or cones)
CREATIVE DESIGN: Following a given theme, a staged design incorporating a floral arrangement
/design. Area allotted is 36” wide x 30” deep. You may use alcoves, painted backgrounds,
window frames, shelving, plant material, anything to help create the desired effect.
CRESCENT DESIGN:

A line design in the shape of a partial circle.

CULTIVAR: Forms of plants originating or maintained only in cultivation. This includes most
named, cultivated garden plants (example: Petunia [botanical] …“Sugar Daddy” [cultivar]
…Rose “Peace”). Cultivar is thus distinguished from variety
(botanical name) which occurs and maintains itself in the
wild.
DISH GARDEN: a) a miniature garden or landscape, using
tiny trees, plants, and accessories. If a ‘fairy Garden’ is
called for (usually the home of a troll, fairy, or gnome),
one of these figures should be included in your design.
b) a variety of low growing plants in a dish

definitions continued.....
DISPLAY: Similar to a collection, it is an assemblage of various kinds or cultivars (flowers, herbs, etc.)
no fewer than five in number. These are to be displayed in an allotted area. The criteria
include cultural perfection along with artistic and creative features. Complimentary
accessories should be used to enhance the design. You should use the entire 36" x 30" space.
FLOWER SHOW TABLES: These illustrate the class title and take into consideration the theme of
the show schedule. They may be created for any occasion or time of day ( lunch, dinner,
picnic, etc.) as outlined in the show schedules. Space allotted is the same as in Creative
Designs... 36" x 30". There are three types (below and described fully in the AOHJES@
book).
a) FUNCTIONAL - Dining components are placed for the actual service of food (place setting)
and the floral arrangement/design and floral components are between 1/4 and 1/3 of the
overall space… no forks or knives are allowed, however.
b) EXHIBITION - TYPE I - not related to actual service of food but must include dining
components and a floral design.
c) EXHIBITION - TYPE II - does not require a floral arrangement but plant material must be
included with the dining components, and other accessories.
INTERPRETIVE DESIGN : A given theme, mood, or occasion is suggested by selecting and organizing
the design elements.
LINE DESIGN: A floral design in which linear pattern is dominant. In a vertical line design, your eye
is drawn up from the base or container...in a horizontal design, the elements draw your eye
left to right.
MASS DESIGN: A design with a large quantity of plant material arranged in a closed silhouette,
with few or no voids (open spaces).
MODERN DESIGN: A design with any of the following: no preconceived patterns, few components,
new shapes, sculptural qualities, bold colours, elegant...does not necessarily follow the rules.
NATURAL WOOD: Wood found in nature, whose surface has been altered by the elements in
colour, form, or texture. Decorative wood may include barn board, cedar, etc., and may also
be varnished or painted.
NICHE:

A recess in which an exhibit is staged. Schedule will state the overall size, however, the
floral arrangement should fill only 2/3 of the space in the recess.

ORIENTAL MANNER: A line design, usually with three main placements of material (heaven, man
and earth forming a triangle) in a low container. However, the design can also be presented
in a simple, tall vase. Simplicity is key.
PARALLEL DESIGN: Three or more groupings are placed in a parallel manner, with open spaces
between; may be vertical, horizontal, or diagonal; in one container or containers combined
to appear as one unit.
continued…..

definitions continued.....
PARTNER DESIGN: Two designs linked ph
physically
ysically by plant material. The designs may be identical or
unified by use of similar plant material and coordinating containers.
PAVÉ (pa=vay): A technique of placing groups of short
short-stemmed
stemmed plant material close together to form
undulating mounds of colours, textures, shapes and sizes...may include flowers, fruit, foliage,
stems, seeds, moss, etc.
POT ET FLEUR: An exhibit of growing plants (in or out of pots) plus cut flowers in tubes of water all
assembled in one container. Moss, decorative wood, rocks and flowering (or fruited) branches
may be included, but no cut foliage.
SPIKE:
SPRAY:

An upright stem carrying several flowers which are nearly ste
stemless (example: gladiolus).
A portion of a plant
nt with a number of flowers, (ie: chrysanthemum, climbing and floribunda
roses) Ideally, it would show all forms of development - flowers in bloom, buds showing colour,
green buds, and leaves.

STALK OR STEM: A plant structure carrying one or more flowers and/or buds. It may be branched.
(ie:
e: sweet peas, primulas, delphinium, and irises).
SWAG:

Plant material that is assembled without visible mechanics...designed to hang on a wall or door,
door
but not a wreath.

SYNERGISTIC:
An arrangement of three to seven >like= containers, each with similar flowers (or floral
groupings). Containers can be:
1) identical
2) different shapes but of similar m
material (ie: all of milk glass, or all blue bottles)
bottles
3) same shape, but different colours
Itt is the use of the same plant material that joins the individual pieces into one, harmonious design.
TUSSIE-MUSSIE: A small bouquet of concentric circles of small, fragrant flowers arranged
ar
around a central
bloom…may be fresh and/or
or dried.
UNDERWATER: A design where plant material is partially or totally
submerged in water. Water level should be approximately 1"
2.5 cm) from the rim of the clear glass container.
WATER-VIEWING DESIGN: Usually a line design in a shallow contain
container,
with one-half to two-thirds of the container surface showing water.
WREATH: Not necessarily round, a wreath may be oval or square; its base
can be made of wire, straw, or even a wooden picture frame, as long
as the two ends are connected forming a space(hole) in the middle.

Elements and Principles of Design
Good design depends on the use of certain elements and principles (listed below). These apply to all types
of design, whether it be floral or landscape, architectural or interior design, and even fashion. For further
explanation,
nation, check out the book “Ontario Judging and Exhibition Standards”.

ELEMENTS – these are the working components (building blocks) that are combined and organized into a
complete unit (your garden, living room, floral design
design, etc.):
Line – the structural framework of the design…the visual path along which the eye is led from one
point to the other. Lines can be vertical, horizontal, diagonal, or curved.
They can be composed of linear material ((branches, sticks, grasses) or
created through repetition
of forms, colours, or plant
material.

Form - the three-dimensional
ional shape of a design (height
(height, width, depth).. Each piece of plant material
has a form of its own,, and its placement in th
the design achieves the three-dimensional
dimensional shape.
Space - the open area around and within a design. The total space is the first consideration when
planning a design…What is required in the show schedule?
Note: If a design in a niche is asked for, the
overall size of the design should only fill
(occupy) 2/3 of the space within the niche. In a
parallel design, the space
ace between the vertical
plant material must be considered.
Colour - appeals to our visual sense, and is the most compelling of the elements.
elements Colour creates
mood, emotion, and visual impact.
Texture - the surface quality of materials (rough, smooth, fuzzy, glossy). Texture adds interest and
variety.
Pattern - a design created by solids and spaces against a background. Pattern can be achieved by
repeating lines or plant material.

PRINCIPLES - These
ese are standards that we look for when elements are used properly, and are pleasing
to the eye:
Balance - visual stability,, an equal distribution of weight (not top-heavy,
y, bottom-heavy,
bottom
or lopsided)
a) Symmetrical Balance is achieved when both sides of the design have equal weight (same plant
material, similar form and colour
b) Asymmetrical Balance occurs when you use different amounts and/or size of plant material on
each side of the design

continued…

Continued……
Rhythm - the suggestion of motion in your design, achieved by the repetition of the elements.
(Your eye moves along a row of red carnations; ivy cascades over and down the side of a goblet.)
Contrast - achieved by using opposites…some light, some dark...rough, smooth…large, small. This
adds variety and interest to your design.
Unity - plant material must work well together…if you use one type of plant material on one side of
your creation, also incorporate it in other areas of the design.
Dominance - achieved by emphasising one element …Perhaps your eye is drawn to one, or a
cluster of flowers; it could be a strong vertical line that catches the eye.
Proportion - the relative amount of one area to another…plant material to container, greenery to
flower. A huge container with minimal plant material is out of proportion, as is a large mass of plant
material in a tiny, thin vase (not to mention out of balance – top heavy). Similarly, a niche that is
totally filled with a floral design (leaving no surrounding space) is out of proportion.
Scale - the size relationship of all the components...the size of one flower in relation to another, the
flower to the container. For example, use five cattails of the same size rather than four thin ones
and one huge, fat one.
All of the elements and principles work together…it is seldom that any one is left out when creating
a good design. Plant material, and other components, lend themselves well to achieving this.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Entering Preserved Products
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Materials used may be home-grown or purchased, but must be preserved by the exhibitor.
Wax seals on jams and jellies are to be removed at home.
A conserve is a mixture of two or more fruits.
All preserves should be presented in small, labelled jars (name of product, date). The decorative
effect will not affect the judging; it is for display purposes only. It is the quality of product which
is being judged.
All preserves must be visible through the jar, and will be taste-tested (except for the collections).
All preserved products must be vacuum-sealed and not opened prior to judging (with the
exception of the wax seals). Any previously opened jars will be disqualified.
No freezer jams are permitted, for safety reasons.
Criteria for judging:
General Appearance: natural colour, jelly clear, fruit evenly distributed,
Chutney and Salsa – vegetables and fruit of even size; Pickles – firm and crisp
Texture: a) jelly: shakes slightly, retains shape, smooth shiny cut edge, not gummy, sticky,
or rubbery
b) all others: characteristic of the type of product, no separation of fruit and juice,
not too dense
Flavour: natural, not overly sweet...sugar should not over-power the taste of the fruit

RULES for PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITIONS
These apply to competition in all the shows. (With one exception...see OPEN
class below.)
1. Pictures must be unmounted, borderless, 4x6 size prints with no personal identification
other than the entry tags.
2. No enlargements will be accepted.
3. One entry per class
4. Point System: Subject matter - 50% Quality of photograph - 50%
5. Prints not previously exhibited in a Sudbury Horticultural Show are eligible.
OPEN CLASS:
To offer some variety and use of the imagination, the AOPEN CLASS@ will appear in some of our
shows. This photo MUST be altered in some way...any size, shape, matted (or not), computer
enhanced, altered, and/or skewed...but must still conform to the theme/title of that class. All other
entries, in all shows, must adhere to the standard size of 4"x6" for competitive purposes and ease of
judging.
THE ATHREE (or FOUR) SEASONS@ COLLECTION: (advance planning is needed)
Find a suitable view (with good composition) of a location in a garden or park, and take a photo of that
same location during each of the four seasons. Present the 4"x6" prints matted but not framed. This
class may not be included every year, but keep taking photos each season!
PHOTO DOCUMENTARY:
This is a collection of photographs of the development of a flower, from bud to full bloom {can include
seed head(s)}...three to five photos, 4"x6" in size, matted but not framed.
(The above three >special classes= will be considered as collections under the point system.)
AWARDS: The Society has two awards for photography. The Hugli Trophy is awarded for most points
accumulated in the three >special photo classes= above. The Clara Peterson plaque is awarded
for most points accumulated during the year…excluding the special photo classes.
CRITERIA FOR JUDGING:
a) Impact – the subject matter must have an appeal of its own to grab the attention of the
viewer.
b) Composition – placement or arrangement of the subject matter and background
c) Technique – how well the photographer uses the elements of design (line, shape, texture,
value, light, colour) as well as principles of design: dominance [the subject catches your eye]
balance , rhythm [movement], contrast [some light, some dark], and unity

GARDENING FESTIVAL SHOW
Saturday, May 26, 2018 at Parkside Centre
Theme: “The Sights and Sounds of Spring”
Bring entries to the Parkside Friday, between 3:30 and 5:00 pm, or Saturday, between 8:00 and 9:00 am.

SECTION A - Floral Design
CLASS
“Colours of Spring”– a design using plant material in greens and various pastels
1.
2.
“A Welcome Sight” – seasonal door or wall decoration using dried and/or fresh plant material
“Tweet, Tweet” - a design (fresh and/or dry) incorporating any of the following: bird(s), bird nest,
3.
bird feeder, bird house
4.
“Awakening ” – a small design no larger than 5” (12.5 cm) in any direction, including diagonally
5.
“Joy of Spring” – a modern design using any spring flowers (see page 6 for definitions)
6.
Creative Design
“My Garden is an Artist’s Pallet” - inspired by a favourite painting…a print or card of the
painting must accompany your design.

SECTION B - Photography
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Lichens and/or moss
Pussy willows or flowering branches in any setting
A rock garden
Ferns and/or fiddleheads in any setting
Spring flower(s), growing in the garden or cut
Close-up of a spring bloom (get really close!)
A bird nest, in any setting
Trillium(s) - in the wild, of course
Any houseplant (blooming or not)
Any spring wildflower, growing in the wild

SECTION C - Hobbyist Arts and Crafts
17.
18.
19.
20.

(All must show horticultural content.)

Painting – in any medium: acrylic, oil, watercolour, pastel, charcoal, prismacolours
or mixed media (framed, ready to hang * see note below)
Textile Art - examples: rug hooking, needlepoint, weaving, embroidery, knitting
Folk Art - painting in any medium, on any surface* (see note)
Quilting - any quilted project

NOTES:
- * Paintings in class 17 must be ready to hang...framed or on stretched canvas (that is painted
on the edges).
- * Folk art, class 19 is the decoration of an object or material (wooden box, saw blade, rock, etc.)
- All works must be original and must not have won ribbons in any of our Society shows.
- Name of artist must be covered.
- All works must show horticultural content.
AWARDS:

Liinamaa Family Trophy - most points in Hobbyist Arts & Crafts
Bettina Hansen Award - best Floral Design
Winifred Squires Trophy - most Points in Show

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SHOW
Sunday, August 18, 2019 at the Parkside
Theme: “A Taste of Summer”
Bring entries to the Parkside Sunday, August 18 between 10:00 and 11:30 am.
SECTION A - Cut Specimens
CLASS:
1.
Delphinium – one (1) stem
2.
Echinacea – one (1) stem or bloom…any colour
3.
Gaillardia – three (3) blooms
4.
Gladiolus – any one (1) spike, any colour
5.
Heuchera Leaves – three (3)…one leaf each of three different varieties (need not be of uniform size)
6.
Hosta Leaves – three (3)…one each of three different varieties (need not be of uniform size)
7.
Hydrangea, any type – one (1) stem
8.
Lilium, any type – one (1) stem
9.
Monkshood – one (1) stock, any colour
10.
Phlox – one (1) stock, any colour
11.
Rose, Floribunda – one (1) spray, any colour
12.
Rose, Grandiflora – one (1) spray, any colour
13.
Hybrid tea – one (1) bloom, any colour
14.
Rose (any other not mentioned above) – one (1) bloom or spray, any colour
15.
Rudbeckia – three (3) blooms
16.
Annual (not mentioned above) – one (1) stem, stock, bloom, or spray
17.
Biennial or Perennial (not mentioned above) – one (1) stem, stock, bloom, or spray
Collections:
18.
Collection of annuals – minimum 5 cultivars attractively arranged in a vase with foliage *
19.
Collection of perennials and/or biennials – minimum 5 cultivars attractively arranged in a vase with
foliage*
NOTE: * For classes 18 and 19, filler foliage of any cultivar is acceptable, flowers need NOT be uniform in
size or colour, and you may use more than one of each cultivar.
SECTION B - Vegetables and Fruits (present on white plate with stems and roots where applicable)
CLASS:
20.
Beans, yellow or green – five (5) – If there are many entries/varieties, we will divide into two classes.
21.
Beets – three (3) …leave about an inch (2cm) of stem, and do not cut the root
22.
Carrots – three (3)
23.
Cucumbers, ant variety – three (3)
24.
Kale – one (1) plant with roots attached …display in a jar/vase of water to preserve freshness
25.
Onions – three (3) …roots left on but wiped clean
26.
Peas – five (5) pods
27.
Peppers, any variet – three (3)
28.
Potatoes – three (3)
29.
Swiss Chard – one (1) bunch with roots attached …exhibit in clear glass container with water
30.
Tomatoes, cherry (or small clustered) – on the vine, showing stages of development (ripeness)
31.
Tomatoes, other than cherry – three (3) ripe
NOTE: Vegetables should be uniform in size and shape, and blemish free.

continued…..

Flower & Vegetable Show continued.....

32.
33.
34.
35.

Zucchini - one (1) any size

Vegetable not mentioned above - one (1)
Berries - one (1) cup (currants should remain on the stem)
Other Fruit - one (1) ...if entering grapes - one (1) cluster

SECTION C - Floral Design
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

“A Tasty Harvest” – a mass design incorporating fruit(s) and/or vegetable(s) and
contrived (manipulated) plant material
“Small, but Sweet”– a small design no larger than 5” [12.5 cm] in any direction,
including diagonally, using berries of any kind
“A Walk in the Woods” – In this design, use wayside plant material (fresh and/or dry) and
forest finds (wood, fungus, rock, etc.)
“The Sound of the Ocean” – an arrangement in a seashell of any size
“Herbalicious ” - a line design using a variety of herbs

SECTION D – Display
41.

“Sharing My Garden” – a display of one of the following: vegetables, herbs, preserved
products (jams, vinegars, pickles, etc.), dried/preserved plant material, plants in pots.
All plants, vegetables, etc. must have been grown by you, with the exception of your preserves.

SECTION E - Photography
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

A cross-section of a fruit or vegetable (close up)
A malformed vegetable or fruit
Insects in the garden - butterfly(ies), moth(s), dragonfly(ies), bee(s), etc.
Lily(ies) – Asiatic or Day
An inukshuk
Garden Art
A garden gate, doorway, or archway
Driftwood in the garden
Summer planters, pots, and/or urns (containing any plant material)
Climbing vine(s)
OPEN CLASS – Still life including fruit and/or vegetables

SECTION E - Youth Classes
(Open to youths sponsored by a Society member...place information on entry tag)
53.
54.

“A Taste of Summer” - a floral design with fruit and/or vegetable(s) - a) age 6 to 11
b) age 12 to 16
A Photograph of a bed or field of flowers (4"x6") - a) age 6 to 11
b) age 12 to 16

AWARDS:

Gisella Daru Trophy - most points in Section A (cut specimens)
Lambert & Mossey Family Trophy - most points in Section B (vegetables & fruits)
Agnew Trophy - most points in show
Hermine Calyn Trophy – best Display
Gift Certificate - most points in Floral Design
Green Ribbon – best Floral Design
Youth points will be added to Christmas Show points

CHRISTMAS SHOW
Sunday, November 24, 2019
Theme: “The Scent of Christmas”
Bring entries to the Parkside on Sunday, between 10:00 and 11:30 am at which time judging will begin.

SECTION A - Floral Design
CLASS:

5.

“Crisp Evergreens” – a wreath using fresh plant material
material..may
..may use up to 20% dried material
“But a Memory” – a wreath using any dried plant material
“A Warm Welcome” - wall or door décor, not a wreath, using fresh and/or dried plant material
“A Feeling of Warmth” – a line design using candle(s)
“Sounds of the Season” – a design on a musical theme, incorporating any real or ornamental

6.

musical instrument
“Snowflakes” – a design in mostly white using fresh and/or dried plant material

1.
2.
3.
4.

7.
8.
9.

“Sugar and Spice” – a design incorporating a gingerbread person and/or cookie cutter
“Oh Tannenbaum” - a topiary (any shape)
“Dashing Through the Snow” – a design using any type of sleigh

Exhibition Table
10.

“A Christmas Feast” – a functional table design … See definitions and remember to include
the floral design.

NOTE: - Unless otherwise stated, all materials used in design must be fresh... (never use artificial flowers
or greenery).
- Wreaths may be oval, square, etc…not necessarily round.
- All entries must consist of at least 75% natural material (need not be homegrown)...* except
for # 3, which may incorporate a container that may be up to 50% of the design.
- Suitable accessories
es (bows, bells, figurines, etc.) are allowed, up to 25% of total design content.
- Sprayed cones / branches are allowed in floral designs (paint, snow, glitter, etc.) but not plastic.

SECTION B - Festive Features
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Decorated Cookies
ookies (three of the same recipe)
Cranberry Sauce / jelly
Jam or Jelly (any fruit - specify on label)
Arts & Crafts (stitching, quilting, painting…show us your talent!)
Hand-made Greeting Card

NOTE: Entries 11, 12, and 13 will be tasted.
continued……

Christmas Show 2019 continued…..

SECTION C – Photography
CLASS:
brightly-coloured subject (bow, berries, bird(s), mailbox, wreath, etc.)
16.
A snowy scene with one brightly
17.
Getting ready for dinner (an indoor still life)
18.
A country scene or farm in winter
19.
Snow-covered evergreens (can be frost or ice)
20.
Winter fun (skates, snowshoes,
oes, skis, etc. but no people!)
21.
Winter wildlife ... bird(s) or mammal(s)
22.
A winter wreath on a door
23.
A seasonally-decorated
decorated window box, urn, or planter
24.

OPEN CLASS – the Spirit of Christmas

25.

THE FOUR SEASONS COLLECTION - Your favourite view, location, or subject (path, bench)
bench in a
garden
n or park setting, showing the change in any three seasons. Standard size photos, unframed,
but mounted on a sheet of feather board
board, or construction paper, or bristol board.

NOTE: Classes 24 and 25 will
ill be considered a collection under the point system.

SECTION D – Youth
(Open to youths sponsored by a Society member...place information on entry tag)
26.

“The Christmas Spirit” – a design incorporating a figurine of your choice … a) age 6 - 10
… b) age 11 – 15

27.
28.

A photograph – “What I Love
ove about Christmas
Christmas” … a) age
b) age
A favourite cookie that
at you helped bake
... a) age
b) age

AWARDS:

Claire Liinamaa Award - most points in Show
Helen Toivonen Award - best Floral Design
Special Award - most
ost points in all Youth classes for
each age group

6 – 10
11 - 16
6- 10
11-16

